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Abstract. A Grid information system should rely upon two basic features: the 
replication and dissemination of information about Grid resources, and an intel-
ligent logical distribution of such information among Grid hosts. This paper ex-
amines an approach based on multi agent systems to build an information sys-
tems in which metadata related to Grid resources is disseminated and logically 
organized according to a semantic classification of resources. Agents collect re-
sources belonging to the same class in a restricted region of the Grid, so de-
creasing the system entropy. A semi-informed resource discovery protocol ex-
ploits the agents’ work: query messages issued by clients are driven towards 
“representative peers” which maintain information about a large number of re-
sources having the required characteristics. Simulation analysis proves that the 
combined use of the resource mapping protocol (ARMAP) and the resource 
discovery protocol (ARDIP) allows users to find many useful results in a small 
amount of time. 

1   Introduction 

A Grid information system provides resource discovery and browsing services which 
are invoked by Grid clients when they need to use hardware or software resources 
belonging to a given class, i.e. matching given criteria and characteristics.  

An agent-based protocol (i.e. ARMAP, Ant-based Replication and MApping Pro-
tocol) was proposed in [5] to spatially sort (or “map”) resources according to their 
semantic classification [7]. ARMAP exploits the features of (i) epidemic mechanisms 
tailored to the dissemination of information in distributed systems [8] and (ii) self 
adaptive systems in which “swarm intelligence” emerges from the behavior of a high 
number of agents which interact with the environment [1]. By mapping metadata 
documents on Grid hosts, a logical reorganization of resources is achieved.  

In this paper, a semi-informed discovery protocol (namely ARDIP, Ant-based Re-
source DIscovery Protocol) is proposed to exploit the logical resource organization 
achieved by ARMAP. The rationale is the following: if a large number of resources of 
a specific class are accumulated in a restricted region of the Grid, it is convenient to 
drive search requests (issued by hosts to search for resources of that class) towards 
that region, in order to maximize the number of discovered resources and minimize 
the response time. An ARDIP discovery operation is performed in two phases. In the 
first phase a blind mechanism, specifically the random walks technique [6], is 
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adopted: a number of query messages are issued by the requesting host and travel the 
Grid through the peer-to-peer (P2P) interconnections among Grid hosts. In the second 
phase, whenever a query gets close enough to a Grid region which is collecting the 
needed class of resources, the search becomes informed: the query is driven towards 
this Grid region and will easily discover a large number of useful resources. Simula-
tion analysis shows that the ARMAP and the ARDIP protocol, if used together, allow 
for achieving a very high effectiveness in discovery operations.  

The semi-informed ARDIP protocol aims to combine the benefits of both blind and 
informed resource discovery approaches which are currently used in P2P networks 
[11]. In fact, a pure blind approach (e.g. using flooding or random walks techniques) 
is very simple and scalable but has limited performance and can cause an excessive 
network load, whereas a pure informed approach (e.g. based on routing indices [2] or 
adaptive probabilistic search [10]) generally requires a very structured resource or-
ganization which is impractical in a large, heterogeneous and dynamic Grid. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the key 
points of the ARMAP protocol and describes the ARDIP protocol. Section 3 analyzes 
the performance of the ARDIP protocol. Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2   A Multi-agent Protocol for Resource Discovery on Grids 

This Section is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, the key points of the ARMAP 
protocol are briefly summarized (more details can be found in [5]). In Section 2.2, the 
new ARDIP protocol is introduced. 

2.1   ARMAP Basics 

The aim of the ARMAP protocol is to achieve a logical organization of Grid re-
sources by spatially sorting them on the Grid according to their semantic classifica-
tion. It is assumed that the resources have been previously classified into a number of 
classes Nc, according to their semantics and functionalities (see [7]). In the following, 
an information document describing a Grid resource will be referred to as a logical 
resource, or simply resource. When distinction is important, the actual resources will 
be named physical resources. ARMAP exploits the random movements and opera-
tions of a number of mobile agents that travel the Grid using P2P interconnections. 
This approach is inspired by ant systems [1, 3], in which swarm intelligence emerges 
from the collective behavior of very simple mobile agents (ants).  

Once an agent gets to a Grid host (or peer), for each resource class Ci, it must de-
cide whether or not to pick the resources of class Ci that are managed by that host, 
unless the agent already carries some resources of that class. In order to achieve the 
replication and mapping of resources, a pick random function Ppick is defined with 
the intention that the probability of picking the resources of a given class decreases as 
the local region of the Grid accumulates such resources. The ARMAP protocol can 
work in either the copy modality or the move modality; with the copy modality, an 
agent that picks some (logical) resources of class Ci will leave a copy of them in the 
current host; with the move modality, such resources are removed from the current 
host. A self-organization approach based on ants’ pheromone [4] enables each agent 
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to perform the modality switch (from the copy to the move modality) only on the 
basis of local information. Analogously, whenever an agent gets to a new Grid host, it 
must decide whether or not to drop the resources of class Ci, if it is carrying any of 
them. As opposed to the pick probability, the dropping probability is directly propor-
tional to the relative accumulation of resources of class Ci in the local region. A spa-
tial entropy function was defined in [5] to evaluate the effectiveness of the ARMAP 
protocol in the spatial ordering of resources. Figure 1 gives a graphical description of 
the mapping process performed by ARMAP. The values of system parameters are set 
as specified in Section 3, except for the number of resource classes which is set to 3 in 
order to facilitate the graphical illustration of the process. 

 
T = 0 sec 

 
T = 25,000 sec 

 
T = 50,000 sec 

Fig. 1. Gradual mapping of logical resources in a Grid with 3 resource classes. Each peer con-
tains a symbol (circle, square or cross) that corresponds to the most numerous class of resources 
contained in the peer. The symbol thickness is proportional to the number of resources belong-
ing to the dominant class. 

2.2   The ARDIP Protocol 

The ARDIP (Ant-based Resource DIscovery Protocol) protocol is used by clients to 
discover Grid resources belonging to a given class. The objective of ARDIP is to 
drive a query message towards a region of the Grid in which the needed class of re-
sources is being accumulating. Because ARDIP fully exploits the replication and 
spatial sorting of resources achieved by ARMAP, the two protocols should be used 
together: as ARMAP agents perform the logical reorganization of resources and build 
the Grid information system, it is more and more likely that ARDIP queries can find a 
remarkable number of useful resources in a small amount of time.  

The ARDIP protocol is based upon three modules: (a) a module for the identifica-
tion of representative peers which work as attractors for query messages; (b) a module 
which defines the semi-informed search algorithm; (c) a stigmergy mechanism that 
allow query messages to take advantage of the positive outcome of previous search 
requests. These modules are described in the following. 

Identification of Representative Peers. As a class of resources Ci is accumulated in 
a Grid region, the peer that, within this region, collects the maximum number of re-
sources belonging to the class Ci is elected as a representative peer for this class. The 
objective of a search operation is to let a query message get to a representative peer, 
since such a peer, as well as its neighbors, certainly manages a large number of useful 
resources. The ARDIP protocol assumes that a peer p is a representative peer of class 
Ci if at least one of the two following conditions are verified: (a) the peer p maintains 
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a number of logical resources of class Ci that exceeds f1 times the mean number of 
physical resources belonging to class Ci which are offered by a generic peer; (b) the 
peer p maintains a number of logical resources of class Ci that exceeds f2 times 
(with f2<f1) the number of logical resources of the same class maintained by its 
neighbors. 

Condition (a) is satisfied by a peer that holds a very high number of logical re-
sources; in general it can be satisfied only when the clustering process of ARMAP is 
already in an advanced stage. Conversely, condition (b) can be satisfied when cluster-
ing is still in progress. Moreover, to limit the number of representative peers in the 
same region, each representative peer periodically checks if other representative peers 
are present in its neighborhood, within the comparison radius Rc: two neighbor repre-
sentative peers must compare the number of resources they maintain, and the “looser” 
will be downgraded to a simple peer. 

Semi-informed Search. When a user needs to discover resources belonging to a 
given class Ci, a number of query messages are issued by ARDIP. The semi-informed 
search algorithm includes a blind search phase and an informed search phase. For the 
blind search phase, the random walks paradigm is used: the query messages travel the 
Grid through the P2P interconnections by following a random path. The network load 
is limited with the use of a TTL parameter, which is equivalent to the maximum num-
ber of hops that can be performed by a query message before being discarded. 

The blind search procedure is switched to an informed one as soon as one of the is-
sued query messages approaches a representative peer of class Ci, i.e. when such a 
message is delivered to a peer which knows the existence of a representative peer and 
knows a route to it (see the description of the stigmergy module below). During the 
informed search phase, the query is driven towards the representative peer, and the 
TTL parameter is ignored so that the query cannot be discarded until it actually 
reaches the representative peer. Therefore, the semi-informed walk of a query mes-
sage ends in one of two cases: (i) when the TTL is decremented to 0 during the blind 
phase; (ii) when the query reaches a representative peer. In both cases a queryHit 
message is created, and all the resources of class Ci, which are found in the current 
peer, are put in this message. The queryHit follows the same path back to the request-
ing peer and, along the way, collects all the resources of class Ci that are managed by 
the peers through which it passes. 

Stigmergy Mechanism. The stigmergy mechanism is a mechanism, often observed in 
biological systems, through which elementary entities exploit the environment to 
communicate with each other. For example, in ant colonies, an ant that finds a food 
source leaves a pheromone along its way back to the nest, and such a pheromone will 
signal to other ants the presence of the food source. The ARDIP protocol exploits a 
similar mechanism: when a query accidentally gets to a representative peer for the 
first time, the returning queryHit will deposit an amount of pheromone in the peers 
that it encounters as it retreats from the representative peer. In this paper, it is as-
sumed the pheromone is deposited only in the first two peers of the queryHit path.  

When a query gets to a peer along its blind search, it checks the amount of phero-
mone which has been deposited there; if the pheromone exceeds a threshold Tf, it 
means that a representative peer is close, so the search becomes informed. An evapo-
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ration mechanism assures that the pheromone deposited on a peer does not drive que-
ryHits to ex-representative peers. The pheromone level at each peer is computed 
every time interval of 5 minutes. The amount of pheromone Φi, computed after the i-
th time interval, is given by formula (1). 

  E (1) i1ii ϕ+Φ⋅=Φ −  

The evaporation rate E is set to 0.9; ϕi is equal to 1 if a pheromone deposit has 
been made in the last time interval by at least one agent, otherwise it is equal to 0. The 
threshold Tf is set to 2. 

3   Simulation Analysis 

In this section, we discuss some relevant simulation results which demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the ARDIP resource discovery protocol in a Grid environment, if it is 
used in conjunction with the ARMAP resource mapping protocol. In particular, the 
present section introduces the main system and protocol parameters, while Section 3.1 
focuses on the performance of the ARDIP protocol. 

A wide set of simulation runs were performed by exploiting the libraries and visual 
facilities offered by Swarm [9], a software package for multi-agent simulation of 
complex systems developed at the Santa Fe Institute. Table 1 reports the network, 
ARMAP and ARDIP parameters used in the simulation analysis. 

Table 1. Environment and protocol parameters 

Parameter Value 

Grid size (number of peer), Np 2500 

Maximum number of neighbor peers of a Grid peer 8 

Mean number of resources published by a peer 15 

Number of resource classes, Nc 5 

Number of ARMAP agents, Na Np/2 

Mean amount of time between two successive movements of an ARMAP agent  60 s 

Maximum number of hops for each ARMAP agent’s movement, Hmax 3  

Number of query messages issued by the requesting peer 4 

Time to live, TTL 3-7 

Factor f1, for the identification of representative peers 5 

Factor f2, for the identification of representative peers 2.5 

Comparison radius, Rc 2 

Mean generation frequency with which a Grid peer issues query messages 1/300 (1/s) 

Mean message elaboration time at a Grid peer 100 ms 

3.1   Performance of the ARDIP Protocol 

The performance of the ARDIP protocol was analyzed by evaluating the performance 
indices defined and explained in Table 2. Figure 2(1) depicts the value of the Nrep 
index evaluated at different times while the ARMAP mapping process proceeds. This 
figure confirms that representative peers are selected almost exclusively with 
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condition (a) in the first phase, but thereafter the weight of condition (b) becomes 
predominant, as discussed in Section 2.2. 

The index Fsq is essential to evaluate how many search requests are actually de-
livered to a representative peer. Figure 2(2) proves the valuable effect caused by the 
combined use of ARMAP and ARDIP protocols. In fact, after a very small amount of 
time, the logical reorganization of resources produces a significant increase in Fsq. 
Moreover, as the TTL value increases, Fsq increases as well, since a search request 
extends the blind search phase and has more chances to get to a representative peer. 

Table 2. Performance indices 

Performance Index Definition 

Number of representative peers, Nrep Mean number of representative peers of all classes that are selected by 
ARDIP to attract query messages (see Section 2.2) 

Fraction of striking queries, Fsq Fraction of queries that are actually driven towards a representative peer 

Mean number of results, Nres, 
Nres(rep), Nres(norep) 

Mean number of resources that a node discovers after its query (computed 
for all the requests, for the requests that are actually delivered to a repre-
sentative peer, for the requests that are not delivered to a representative 
peer) 

Response times, Tr,  
Tr(rep), Tr(norep) 

Mean amount of time (s) that elapses between the generation of a query 
and the reception of a corresponding queryHit (computed for all the 
requests, for the requests that are actually delivered to a representative 
peer, for the requests that are not delivered to a representative peer) 

The most important performance measure is Nres, the mean number of results that 
are discovered after a query request. Indeed, it is generally argued that the satisfaction 
of the query depends on the number of discovered resources returned to the user that 
issued the query [12]. The trend of Nres is depicted in Figure 3(1), which shows that 
the mean number of results is larger and larger as resources are being organized by 
ARMAP. Furthermore, even when the probability of reaching a representative peer 
begins to become stable (Figure 2(2)), the number of results continues to increase, 
meaning that representative peers are able to collect more and more resources of the 
class in which they are specialized. It is also noted that the queries which successfully 
get to a representative peer can discover considerably more results than the rest of the 
queries, and such a difference increases with the value of the TTL parameter. 

The semi-informed discovery protocol not only increases the number of results, but 
also allows users to discover them in a shorter amount of time. Figure 3(2) shows that 
the response time decreases as the ARMAP work proceeds, and also that the response 
time is notably smaller if the query reaches a representative peer; in this case, in fact, 
the discovery operation is stopped even if the TTL value is still greater than 0, and a 
queryHit is immediately issued (see Section 2.2). However, this performance im-
provement is achieved only when the TTL value is sufficiently high. 

Finally, performance results not reported in this paper show that the logical reor-
ganization of resources, and the use of the ARDIP protocol, allows for decreasing the 
traffic load experienced by a single peer. Indeed, when a query messages is driven 
towards a representative peers, on average it has to make a lower number of hops with 
respect to a completely blind search. 
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Fig. 2. Selection and actual use of representative peers as the mapping process proceeds.  
(1): number of representative peers selected with condition a, with condition b, and overall 
number of them. (2): fraction of search requests that are successfully driven to a representative 
peer, for different values of TTL. 

 (1)  (2) 

 

Fig. 3. Performance of search requests as the mapping process proceeds. (1): mean number of 
results. (2): response time. Values of performance indices, calculated for different values of 
TTL, are reported for queries that reach a representative peers, for queries that do not reach a 
representative peers, and for all the queries. 

4   Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper introduces an approach based on multi agent systems for building an effi-
cient information system in Grids. A number of self-organizing agents travel the net-
work by exploiting P2P interconnections; agents replicate and gather information 
related to resources having similar characteristics in restricted regions of the Grid. 
Such a logical reorganization of resources is exploited by a semi-informed resource 
discovery protocol, namely the ARDIP protocol, which is tailored to route a query 
message towards a “representative peer” that collects a large number of resources 
having the desired characteristics. Simulation analysis shows that, as the reorganiza-
tion of resources proceeds, ARDIP allows users to discover more and more resources 
in a shorter amount of time, without increasing the traffic load experienced by Grid 
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hosts. Current work focuses on an enhancement of the ARDIP protocol which fully 
exploits the features of the small world paradigm and on the implementation of 
ARDIP based on WSRF-compliant Web services. 
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